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I am writing this e-mail in response to the hearing on August 13th regarding the
proposed spacing unit of Fallon 1-10.  The hearing was very informative and I did
learn more about drilling and the pool of gas.  I am still have many concerns about
this well.

1. It is to close to the Fruitland City water treatment plant which could contaminate
our water, if there was any kind of leak and we all know that these pipes will leak at
some point.

2. If they are only going to remove a small portion of the pool is there going to be
another request for another well to remove the rest.  They should be required to put
the one well in the best position to get all the gas and not have more than one well in
the area.  I know that the well was already drilled prior to Snake River purchase and
there is a large amount of money that has already been spent but that should not
enter into the decision in favor of Snake River it is the cost of doing business.  Alta
Mesa should have received permission prior to drilling and Snake River knew all of
this prior to their purchase

3. We all know that at some point these wells or lines will leak which are very close to
the Payette River and go under the river, what would happen to the wildlife and the
river when they start leaking.  It may not be in our lifetime but how about our children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren they should get to enjoy the same wildlife we do.

4. I have seen Governor Little on TV talking about forest management to prevent wild
fires which would pollute our air, streams and rivers but why are we not taking the
same considerations for these wells which will pollute our air, streams and rivers.

My understanding is that part of your job is to protect the land and minerals of the
citizens of Idaho, if you approve this request I feel that you will be putting the profits of
an out of state company before your citizens.

Please do not approve their request

Linda Dernoncourt
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